Employability

Job fairs
~
Employer
presentations
~
Initiatives
~
Mock assessment
centres

~
Additional
opportunities

At NTU we believe in success for all, and
value the time and expertise that employers
bring to our students' development, therefore
there is no charge associated with our
recruitment events.

There are several career fairs held at NTU over the
course of the academic year. These include:
City Placement and Graduate Fair
Clifton Placement and Graduate Fair
Property and Construction Fair
Brackenhurst Fair
Law Fair
Graduate and Placement Fair
Creative EXPO

Employer presentations
Whether you choose to host an online webinar or
come onto campus, employer presentations are a
fantastic way to exclusively raise awareness of your
brand amongst the student community, promote live
opportunities, as well as provide students with an
insight into your recruitment processes (and therefore
ensure the best quality applications).
Tip: Think about the target audience of your presentation
and what you would like to achieve as an employer; be it
attracting final years to live graduate roles, promoting
placement opportunities, encouraging applications for
summer internships, or raising awareness of any of your
company’s other competitions, projects or initiatives.
Our Employability team can advise you on how to deliver
a successful presentation.
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Fairs

Mock assessment centres involve a series of tasks
and activities which test students’ capabilities and
suitability for specific business cultures and their job
roles.
As more employers move towards using assessment
centres to select talent for volume recruitment
campaigns, NTU are committed to ensuring our
students get the best chance at succeeding in these
processes.
We therefore run a series of mock assessment
centres where we welcome representation from a
diverse range of employers to deliver sessions which
reflect current business practices.

Employer benefits of mock
assessment centres:
o Allows employers to see
students demonstrate a
wider range of skills than is
possible during a traditional
interview.

o Enables employers to provide
professional feedback and
coaching support whilst
students practise their skills
in a risk-free environment.
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Mock assessment centres

•

Skills sessions
(e.g. CV and resume writing, Linkedin
guidance, commercial awareness
development)

•

Supporting degree shows

•

Mentoring opportunities

•

Employability awards

•

Industry advisory boards

•

Guest lectures

As our student body is profoundly diverse,
social mobility is extremely important to us
as a university. We recognise the need to
facilitate equal opportunities and ensure
success for all. We aim to reflect these
values in our events, initiatives and whilst
we have employers on campus.
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• Pop-ups/ takeover weeks

Your culture, practices, USPs, business direction, and
employee experiences can all be communicated with
ease, and in turn, you can learn more about individual
students’ skills and capabilities.

It is not necessary for employers to participate in all
campus activities NTU provides. However, by working
closing with your contact within the Employability team
and outlining your business aims, we can advise you on
the best approach to take and evaluate the best time of
the year to take part in different events.
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Actively engaging with students on and off campus is an
important part of building an effective talent attraction
strategy; meeting students (online or in-person) and
having open conversations directly with students
immediately humanises you as a potential employer and
has a strong bearing on how students view your
business.

